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was not to hurt them but rather to invite suffering on ounrlves.
And so the suggestion of the owners was unacceptable. I returned to
Newcastle. When I reported the result of this meeting, enthusiasm
mounted still higher. Work stopped in more mines.
Till then the workers had always resided at the mines where
they worked.   The Council of Action in Newcastle felt that, as long
as the labourers continued to live on their masters' estates, the
strike would not have its full effect.   There was the risk that they
might be either tempted or coerced to resume work.   Then again,
to live in the master's house or eat his bread while refusing to work
for him would be immoral.   The workers* continued stay cm the
mines was morally wrong.   This last taint, it was felt, would sully
the purity of the satyagraha movement.   On the other hand, to
house and feed thousands of Indians was a stupendous problem.
Mr. Lazarus* house was now too small.   The two poor ladies
laboured night and day but found it impossible to cope with the
work.   It was decided, even in the face of this, to adopt only the
right course, whatever the cost. Messages were sent to miners to
stop work and proceed to Newcastle.   The moment these messages
were received, an exodus from the mines began*  Indians from the
Belangi mine were the first to arrive.   It appeared as though bands
of pilgrims were daily streaming into Newcastle.   Men young and
old, women—some by themselves, others with children in their arms
—all arrived with bundles on their heads. The men, one saw, were
carrying trunks.   Some arrived by day, others by night and food
had to be provided for them.   How can I describe the contentment
of these poor people?   They were pleased with what they got, no
matter how little.   Rarely did one come across anyone with a down-
cast look.   A smile played on every face.   To me they appeared
to have come from among the 33 crores of gods.    The women
were like goddesses.   From where could shelter be provided for
all?   For bedding, straw was spread on the earth and the sky was
their roof,   God was their protector* Someone asked for a Waff1.
I explained that they had come out, not as indentured labourers,
but as servants of India. They were taking part in a religious war
and at such a time they must abandon addictions such as drinking
and smoking.   Those who were unable to give them up should
not expect their requirements to be paid for from the common
coffers.   The good men accepted this advice.   I was never again
asked for money to buy a bid*.   The exodus from the mines con-
tinued.   One pregnant woman had a miscarriage on the way,   In
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